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“Thanks to all the awesome lecturers, you made me who I am today.”

I was clueless after SPM, whether furthering my study or just getting a job. At that
time, my cousin had just graduated from KLT. Knowing that I was entitled for a 100%
scholarship, he introduced me to KLT. Since I did not have any idea about studying, I
joined KLT without much contemplation. I joined KLT by coincidence but the times at
KLT had gradually made me become my better self. I would like to express my
gratitude to the lecturers. The effectiveness of lecturers in teaching is a very
subjective experience. Personally, the way the lecturers delivered the lessons
suited my learning style. I had learnt from them to be attentive to every little
thing in accounting as a small error can make a huge difference. Besides, the talks
from industry advisors and experts raised our understanding and knowledge in
accounting. The times at KLT helped me to grow as a person. It developed my
communication skill, made me more able to interact with others and most
importantly equipped me with considerable knowledge and skills. I am proud to be a
part of KLT.
Even though a diploma has a longer
duration, it consolidates my knowledge
in accounting. If you have very few
ideas of what you want to do after SPM,
go for KLT. Lecturers’ enthusiasm and
dedication
in
teaching
are
indescribable. Come and join KLT to
experience the study life here by
yourself. My advice to you is that if you
have the intention to take up
Accounting, you need to have passion in
numbers as accounting is dealing with
numbers most of the time.
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